The analysis of the news media landscape looked for similarities and differences in the coverage of European affairs across 7 different countries and 14 different national media outlets in 4 periods in 2014 and 2015.

Three questions have been crucial:
1. Do national media show interest in European Affairs?
2. How and on which issues do they talk about European Union?
3. How and on which issues do they talk about European Affairs?

The rise and fall ofEuropean issues
Medioua coverage of European issues tends to be cyclical and to peak during events that national journalism sees as characterized by a specific European dimension.

The lack of a shared European news agenda
The national news media generally report on European issues through a national point of view, more domestic politicians than EU political representatives: a wider problem of EU visibility.

The EU does not appear as a public space where specific actors debate on specific issues on the interests of European citizens, but it tends to take the form of a taken-for-granted background against which debates take place.
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